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Abstract
Knowledge distillation has been widely used to compress exist-
ing deep learning models while preserving the performance on
a wide range of applications. In the specific context of Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR), distillation from ensembles
of acoustic models has recently shown promising results in in-
creasing recognition performance. In this paper, we propose
an extension of multi-teacher distillation methods to joint ctc-
atention end-to-end ASR systems. We also introduce two novel
distillation strategies. The core intuition behind both is to in-
tegrate the error rate metric to the teacher selection rather than
solely focusing on the observed losses. This way, we directly
distillate and optimize the student toward the relevant metric
for speech recognition. We evaluated these strategies under a
selection of training procedures on the TIMIT phoneme recog-
nition task and observed promising error rate for these strate-
gies compared to a common baseline. Indeed, the best obtained
phoneme error rate of 16.4% represents a state-of-the-art score
for end-to-end ASR systems.
Index Terms: End-to-end automatic speech recognition, atten-
tion models, CTC, multi-teacher knowledge distillation.
1. Introduction
Knowledge distillation (KD) [1], also known as teacher-student
training, is commonly used to narrow the gap of performance
between a smaller model and a larger one [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. A
typical KD training procedure consists of two stages. First, a
deep neural network referred as the teacher is trained in line
with standard supervised training rules based on numerous sam-
ples and their corresponding ground truth labels. Second, a
compressed network, the student model, is trained on a selec-
tion of original ground truths and soft targets labelled by the
teacher. These soft targets are the posterior probabilities ob-
tained from the pre-trained teacher. Knowledge distillation has
been shown to be particularly efficient to reduce the student size
while matching its performance to that of the teacher. Common
applications include Computer Vision (CV) [4, 7, 8], Natural
Language Processing [9, 10, 11] (NLP) and Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) [12, 13, 14, 15].
An alternative approach to KD focuses solely on increas-
ing the performances of the student model without considering
its complexity. Distilling knowledge from ensembles of teach-
ers has been commonly conducted under this approach. This
method is referred as the multi-teacher distillation [16, 17].
Modern deep learning based ASR systems have been shown
to strongly benefit from multi-teacher distillation strategies
[12, 17]. Empirically, ensembles of teachers capture comple-
mentary information by making different errors that can be fur-
ther distillate to a student model. A critical aspect of multi-
teacher distillation in the context of ASR is to find suitable
strategies to maximize the distillation with respect to a spe-
cific set of teachers. For instance, [12] proposed to pre-assign
weights to teachers to control their impact on the distilled in-
formation. An other strategy is to sample the considered teach-
ers randomly [17]. However, both strategies may give higher
weighting, and thus higher importance, to teachers that are per-
forming worse than others in the teacher set.
End-to-End ASR models are particularly well suited for
KD as the whole pipeline is composed of neural networks
only [13, 15, 18]. E2E ASR systems commonly rely either
on the Connexionist Temporal Classification (CTC) loss [19],
Sequence to Sequence models (Seq2Seq) [20], or a combina-
tion of the two [21]. While single teacher distillation to achieve
acoustic model compression have been widely investigated on
the CTC and Seq2Seq families of models [13, 3], works on en-
sembles of teachers to enhance the performances remain scarce.
Multi-teacher setup holds untapped potential as different
E2E ASR systems often lead to different transcriptions given
a fixed audio sample, which strongly increases the diversity of
the teachable distributions that could be distilled to the student.
Therefore, it is of crucial interest to explore the use of diverse
set of E2E teachers to increase both the robustness and the per-
formance of the student acoustic model.
In this paper, we first propose and investigate an exten-
sion of multi-teacher KD strategies to joint CTC-attention based
ASR models. Then, we introduce two novel Error Rate-based
(ER) multi-teacher distillation strategies. Indeed, common dis-
tillation strategies only consider the loss as an indicator to assess
the teacher quality, while a more relevant scheme for ASR is to
directly optimise our student toward the transcription error rate.
Therefore, the first strategy offers the student an option to
choose a teacher with respect to the best ER observed on the
current training mini-batch on the training set.
The second strategy, on the other hand, enables the student
to directly assign weights to all the teachers in the course of
training based on the average observed ER on the training pro-
cessed mini-batch. The impact of the teachers is therefore dy-
namically changed between mini-batches. We observed that the
loss distillation based on ER improved the transcription quality
by connecting the optimization process to the relevant metric.
In short, our contributions are: a. Introduce multi-teacher
distillation for ER reduction on joint CTC-attention based E2E
systems (Section 2); b. Propose two novel distillation strategies
focusing on the reduction of the ER (Section 3); c. Compare
all the models on the TIMIT dataset [22] and release the code
within the SpeechBrain 1 toolkit (Section 4).
1Available soon: https://speechbrain.github.io
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Figure 1: Illustration of the error rate multi-teacher distillation strategies connected to a Joint CTC-Attention E2E ASR system.
2. Distillation for Joint CTC-Attention ASR
Joint CTC-Attention E2E systems [21] combine a sequence-to-
sequence attention-based model [20] with the CTC loss [19].
The CTC is applied to facilitate the training of the attention de-
coder by directing the attention toward the correct alignment.
A typical Seq2Seq model includes three modules: an en-
coder, a decoder and an attention module. The encoder pro-
cesses an input sequence x = [x1, ..., xTx ] with a length Tx,
and creates an hidden latent representation he = [he1, ..., heTx ].
Then the decoder attends he combined with an attention con-
text vector ct obtained with the attention module to produce
the different decoder hidden states hd = [hd1, ..., hdTy ], where
Ty corresponds to the length of the target y. Note that in a
speech recognition scenario, the length of the original signal Tx
is much longer than the utterance length Ty .
The standard supervised training procedure of the Joint
CTC-Attention ASR pipeline is based on two different losses.
First, the CTC loss is derived with respect to the prediction ob-
tained from the encoder module of the Seq2Seq model:
LCTC = −
∑
S
log p(y′|he), (1)
with S denoting the training dataset and y′ = y∪{blank}. Note
that the blank token is added to enable the alignment between
Tx and Ty .
Second, the attention-based decoder is optimized following
the Cross Entropy (CE) loss.
LCE = −
∑
S
log p(y|hd). (2)
Both losses are combined and controlled with a fixed hy-
perparameter α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) as:
L = αLCE + (1− α)LCTC . (3)
In the context of knowledge distillation, we can enhance
both losses by considering the different posterior probabilities
obtained with a teacher for all their targets. For instance, the CE
loss applied in our distillation process for the attention decoded
can be rewritten as:
LCE−KD = −
∑
S
∑
y∈Y
ptea(y|hd) log pst(y|hd), (4)
with y being one of the target of the label set Y . Here,
ptea(y|hd) represents the posterior probability given by the
teacher model with respect to the label y, and pst(y|hd) the
one estimated by the student model.
These hypotheses are then used as new soft targets for the
student model as following:
LCTC−KD = −
∑
S
N∑
n=1
p′tea(hn|he) log pst(hn|he), (5)
with he the hidden vector representation of the encoder and hn
the n-th hypothesis from the set of N -best hypothesis for the
teacher. p′tea(hn|he) is the normalised posterior probability of
the teacher:
p′tea(hn|he) = ptea(hn|h
e)∑N
n=1 ptea(hn|he)
. (6)
Then, Eq. 3 is extended to knowledge distillation:
LKD = αLCE−KD + (1− α)LCTC−KD. (7)
Finally, the global loss is computed by combining knowl-
edge distillation and the supervised training as:
Ltotal = βLKD + (1− β)L (8)
with β ∈ (0, 1] an hyperparameter controlling the impact of KD
during the training.
3. Multi-teacher Knowledge Distillation
Different E2E ASR models make different mistakes while tran-
scripting the same audio recording. Therefore, distillation from
multiple pre-trained teacher ASR system has potential to help
the student model to improve its error considerably. Finding a
good teacher weight assignment strategy, however, is not trivial.
The baseline approach [12, 17] is to simply compute an av-
erage over the number of teachers:
Lmulti =
∑
m
wmLm (9)
with wm ∈ [0, 1] the pre-assigned weight corresponding to the
m-th teacher model and equal to 1/M . M is the total num-
ber of teachers composing the ensemble. However, this method
gives a poor teacher the same importance as a good one while a
natural solution would be to associate well-performing teachers
with higher weights.
3.1. Error Rate Distillation
We propose to consider the error rate metric as a proxy to deter-
mine which teacher loss to consider during distillation. Indeed,
cross-entropy and CTC losses are not directly linked to error
rates, and there is no evidence that a teacher with the lowest
global loss also provides the lowest error rate. Nonetheless, in
speech recognition applications, the standard metric to measure
performances remains error rate. The multi-teacher distillation
can, therefore, benefit from the introduction of this metric to the
training procedure.
More precisely, the sequence level distillation detailed in
[15] and Eq. 5 can easily be extended to multi-teacher distilla-
tion and ER by replacing theN best hypothesis with the number
of teachers M :
LCTC−KD = −
∑
S
M∑
m=1
p′tea(hm|he) log pst(hm|he), (10)
with p′tea(hm|he) computed with respect to the ER:
p′tea(hm|he) = exp (erm)∑M
m=1 exp (erm)
, (11)
and erm the average error rate (e.g. word, phonemes or concept
error rates) observed on the current training mini-batch for the
m-th teacher model. To complete the integration of the ER to
LKD , we propose to derive two different strategies to modify
LCE−KD .
Strategy I: The posterior probabilities of the best teacher for
each sentence composing the mini-batch are taken. In this way,
we do not compute an average over the error rate but instead
consider only the best performing teacher at the utterance
level. Note that a single teacher is used for each sentence with
this strategy. Then, LCE−KD can dynamically be computed
following Eq. 4 during training. This approach slightly reduces
the computational complexity, but also suffers from a lack of
diversity. Indeed, always the same teachers will be picked for a
specific sentence from one epoch to an other one. To overcome
this issue, a second strategy is proposed.
Strategy II: Here, we benefit from all the teachers by assigning
them a weight with respect to their error rates. More precisely,
Table 1: List of the different teacher models used to compose
the ensemble. “RC” is the number of repeated convolutional
blocks and “LS” is the value of the label smoothing parameter.
RC rnn type n neurons n layers dropout LS
1 LSTM 320 4 0.3 0.1
1 GRU 320 4 0.3 0.1
1 GRU 640 5 0.3 0.1
2 GRU 640 4 0.3 0.1
1 GRU 320 4 0.3 0
2 LSTM 640 5 0.3 0.1
1 GRU 128 4 0.3 0.1
2 GRU 320 4 0.3 0.1
2 LSTM 320 4 0.3 0.1
1 GRU 320 4 0.2 0.1
wm from Eq.9 is computed as the softmax distribution obtained
from the ER of the current training mini-batch:
wm =
exp (werm)∑M
m=1 exp (werm)
. (12)
Finally, the global losses LKD and Ltotal are computed
with the new LCE−KD and LCTC−KD based on Eq. 7 and
Eq. 8 respectively.
4. Experiments
The multi-teacher knowledge distillation approach for joint
CTC-attention E2E ASR systems (Section 4.2) and the pro-
posed distillation strategies are investigated (Section 4.4) un-
der different training strategies (Section 4.3) on the TIMIT [22]
phoneme recognition task (Section 4.1).
4.1. The TIMIT phoneme recognition task
The TIMIT [22] dataset is composed of a standard 462-speaker
training dataset, a 50-speakers development dataset and a core
test dataset of 192 sentences for a total of 5 hours of clean
speech. During the experiments, the SA records of the training
set are removed and the development set is used for tuning.
4.2. Model architectures
Table 1 shows the different teacher architectures and hyper-
parameters. 80-dimensional Mel filter banks energies are ex-
tracted from the raw waveform and used as input features to the
model. One CNN encoder block is composed of two 2D CNN
of 64 filters and a kernel size equal to 3 with a stride of 1.
To increase the diversity in the set of teachers we also
changed the recurrent neural network employed from LSTM to
GRU with different numbers of layers (i.e. from 3 to 5) and
neurons (i.e. from 128 to 640). Attention dimensions have also
been changed across the teachers.
The output layer of the encoder consists of 40 classes cor-
responding to the 39 phonemes and 1 blank label, while the de-
coder output size is 41. α and β parameters are set to 0.9. All
models were trained for 100 epochs including pre-training and
knowledge distillation. Training was performed with the Adam
learning rate optimizer with vanilla hyper-parameters [23].
Table 2: Results expressed in terms of Phoneme Error Rate % (i.e. lower is better) observed on the test set of the TIMIT dataset for
different distillation strategies. Models are evaluated on the test with respect to the best validation performances. The baseline results
gives the PER obtained by the teacher model selected to be the student architecture prior to distillation.
Baseline Random Init. Pre-trained Init.
Student I 18.3
Averaging losses 16.7 16.7
Strategy I 18.2 18.2
Strategy II 16.3 16.6
Student II 17.1
Averaging losses 22.2 16.7
Strategy I 16.5 16.6
Strategy II 16.6 16.4
4.3. Student selection
The student model architecture is based on the best performing
teacher from the ensemble. Therefore, we propose to evaluate
two different settings corresponding to an oracle situation and a
realistic scenario. In the former case, we pick the best teacher
with respect to the best PER on the validation set of TIMIT (Stu-
dent I). In the latter case, we use the same criterion but on the
test set (Student II). Then, both selected models are trained with
KD following the three training strategies detailled in Section 3
and two different initialization schemes. First, both students
are randomly initialized and re-trained from scratch with KD.
Second, we propose to start from the pre-trained teacher neural
parameters except for the last layers that are re-initialized. Note
that the latter procedure is faster to train and requires a much
smaller number of epochs to converge.
4.4. Results and discussions
Table 2 shows the Phoneme Error Rate (PER) of the tested
student-teacher strategies under the two training setups on the
TIMIT test set.
First, it is important to note that TIMIT is a challenging task
for E2E ASR systems due to the small amount of training sam-
ples (i.e. less than 5 hours). Nevertheless, the very clean record-
ing conditions alongside with the lack of language modalities
allow for a good benchmarking of pure acoustic models. Hence,
it is worth underlining that the best reported PER of 16.4% is a
state-of-the-art result on TIMIT for an E2E ASR system [24].
First, the initial PER obtained by the best teacher (i.e. the
new student) varies between the different student selection se-
tups, highlighting the importance of a proper hyper-parameter
tuning on the validation set to respect realistic applications.
Second, Strategy II always performs better than the alter-
natives. It reduces the original PER by 1.9% on Student I and
0.64% on Student II. Note, Student I has been selected with re-
spect to validation performances of the teacher while Student II
corresponds to the best possible model on the test.
Third, Strategy I obtains mixed results. Indeed, Strategy I
and Strategy II perform similarly in the context of Student II,
but the gap drastically increases with Student I. This is easily
explained by the nature of the strategy and the PER statistics
obtained from the ensemble of teachers. In our experiments,
one of the teachers happened to be significantly superior to the
others, and was therefore picked almost every time during the
training procedure with Strategy I. In this case, Student I and
this winning strategy became the same. This situation almost
removes the intended benefits from using multiple teachers for
distillation. Thus, the result demonstrates the importance of
considering the entire set of teachers, rather than just a single
winner. Indeed, all the errors and uncertainties are helpful to
build more robust students. This finding also supports the re-
cent empirical research on the importance of the diversity in
teacher ensembles [25].
The initialization procedure does not seem to impact dras-
tically the final performance of the model. Nevertheless, it is
worth considering that pre-trained student requires considerably
fewer training resources to be fine-tuned. In summary, Strategy
I recognizes which teacher is the best but neglects teacher with
worse yet interesting performances. Strategy II overcomes this
issues by extracting knowledge from all the teachers, while giv-
ing higher priority to better teachers.
5. Conclusions
Summary. This paper introduced multi-teacher distillation for
joint ctc-attention ent-to-end ASR systems, and two novel dis-
tillation strategies relying on a combination of the error rate and
the losses of the teachers. These mechanisms enable the training
procedure to be directed toward the metric relevant for speech
recognition rather than to CTC and cross-entropy losses that are
unreliable proxies for error rate. The conducted experiments on
the TIMIT dataset have highlighted promising performance im-
provements achieved under these strategies with a SOTA PER
of 16.4% obtained with a fully E2E speech recognizer.
Perspectives. A first future work is to dynamically allocate the
parameter controlling the importance of knowledge distillation
in the global loss with respect to the teachers behaviors, rather
than a fixed term. In addition, some of our results illustrated
that teacher diversity is crucial for increasing the system perfor-
mance. Nevertheless, it is not clear how one would measure this
relationship between diversity and error rate. Developing such a
measure is of utmost importance since it will allow for formulat-
ing ensemble forming strategies that produce better-constructed
teacher sets. Finally, the next step will be to validate our strate-
gies with a wider speech recognition dataset.
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